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5. Abstract (300 words):  

Sustainability in metropolitan planning: urban ecology, a different perspective on urban 
dispersion 

The urban phenomenon at the turn of the 21st century, prompted by the restructuring in 
the capitalist way of production and accumulation, presents contrasting patterns: 



densification of cities and dispersion of urban fabric in peri-metropolitan spaces. In short, 
it marks the beginning of regional urbanization. Theorists of urbanism already speculate 
about a new global spatial order (Marcuse & Van Kempen, 2000), or anticipate the end 
of cities as we know them (Choay, 1994). In fact, still to be well understood, the cities in 
the post-metropolitan transition are emerging to a new configuration (Soja, 2000). 

Studies on new propositions that consider sustainability already account for some 
valuable experiments, including the inspiring plan for the metropolitan region of Istanbul, 
Arnavutkoy. Based on urban ecology concepts, interdisciplinarity and specificities of the 
natural environment, this plan presents highly innovative urban planning and design 
proposals by integrating urban areas as parts of a socio-ecological system. In addition, 
the Urban and Peri-Urban Forestry Program (UPF/FAO-UN) proposes a strong effort in 
protection and restoration of urban forests. Both plans create new perspectives for 
planning metropolitan regions.  

Our case study focuses on the expansion of Salvador, a liberal-peripheral metropolitan 
region in Brazil, with population of 3.6 million, reached by international capital during the 
1980’s, mainly in the industrial and tourism sectors. The requirements for this international 
capital wave and the interest in engaging in a global economy favored the 
specialization of territory. These events gave way to urban transformations, including the 
processes of disperse urbanization throughout the 1990’s-2000’s and the need for 
innovation in order to create resilient, sustainable and more evenly distributed 
development. This region is treated analytically with the purpose of envisioning a more 
balanced relation between society and nature in the post-metropolitan transition. 
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